Display and interpretation of solvent electron density distributions in insulin crystals.
In macromolecular crystallography, three-dimensional contour surfaces are useful for interactive computer graphics displays of the protein electron density but are less effective for presenting static images of large volumes of solvent density. A raster-based computer graphics program which displays depth-cued projections of continuous density distributions has been developed to analyze the distribution of solvent atoms in macromolecular crystals. Maps of the water distribution in the cubic insulin crystal show some well-ordered waters, which are bound to surrounding protein atoms by multiple hydrogen bonds, and an ill-defined solvent structure at a greater distance from the protein surface. Molecular dynamics calculations were used to assist in the interpretation of the time-varying solvent structure within two enclosed cavities in the crystal. Two water molecules that ligate a sodium ion were almost immobile during the stimulation but the majority of water molecules were found to move rapidly between the density maxima identified from the crystallographic refinement.